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This immediate dependena d economic gruwth upon rapidly rising
living standards distinguishes us from the severely underdeveloped countries. They are confronted with the harsh need to hold down the rate of
advance in their miserably low living standards, in order to squeeze out
enough resources to build their industrial and technological capabirlities.
But we have thus .far dealt falteringly with our own economic growth
problem, just k u s e we have not W y recognized how Merent is our
own task. We are making only slight additions to those programs which
lift living standards, especially among those in greatest need. We are still
wedded to some policies which aggravate ,the gag between our productive
capabilities and their utilization, and which encourage regressive rather
than progressive income distribution. Our economic default is therefore
a moral and social defaidt.
Our prime effort on the economic front today is directed toward a
new trade program to expand our economic opportunities overseas. This
program is highly desirable. But whde we should do mpch overseas,
the ovenvhelmii bulk of our opportunity to use our mounting productive power is right here in the United States. The practical goals set
forth in this study for rapid reduction of poverty and deprivation at home,
and for balanced progress on a l l other fronts, would lift domestic private
consumption of goods and services Ebbout 100 billion dollars above the
1961 level in the year 1965, and almost 220 b i n above the 1961 level
in 1970. In addition, this study underscores the opportunity to utilize
part of our growing productive power by expanding those public programs
which also help to reduce poverty and deprivation in America.

The "underdeveloped" U. S. market:
amount of poverty and deprivation
In 1960,* more than 77 million Americans, or more than two-fifths
of a nation, lived in poverty or deprivation.
poverty were almost 10% million multiple-person failies with
annual incomes under $4,000,** and almost 4 million unattached individuals with annual incomes under $2,000-approximately 38 million
Americans,*** or more than one-fifth of a nation.
I

* The latest year for which estimates are available as of this writing.
** The basis for the various income categories used in this study are set forth in
Chapter III.

***The average size of multiple-person families differs at varivus i n m e leveb
and in various years. For methods used to convert numbers of families into numbers
of persons, see Technical Note One.
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,*than half the income required to place them above +verty,
&ere.were almost 3% million families under $2,000, and about 1% &on
%a%&hed individuals under $1,000--more than 12% million Americans.
At the opposite e x m e , living at or above what might be called the
d u e n & level, there wm 3% million f d e s with incomes of $15,000
and over, and less than half a million unattached individuals with incomes
d $7,500 and over-abut 12% million Americans, or about 7 percent
of the
population. A fiacaion of these lived in wealth.
<.. . .*
. -C
-. -*
-The-rkcent slowdown in the rate of progress
,,
:
During the three decades 1929-1960, the total number of Americans
living in poverty was reduced at an average annual rate of 2.2 percent.
From 1935-1936 to 1947, the annual rate of reduction was 4.8 percent,
due tb the permanent economic reforms of the 1930's when united with
the transition from the Bpmssion years to the great economic expansion
of the World War I1 era. This showed how muoh could be accomplished;
when our prQdndive msomm were being fully used, even when one-third
to one-half d total output was being burned up in fightihg the war. Dnring
the years 1947-1953, also characterized in general by reasonably high
economic growth and employment, the total number of Americana I-iving
.
in poverty was reduced at an average annual rate of 2.7 percent.
But during the years 1953-1960, marked by very low economic
growth and chronically rising idleness of manpower and plant, the average
armual rate d reduction in the total number of Americans living ia ~ v c r t y
dropEped to 1.1 percent. There was no reduction in the nurnber of fantilies
w&th hmmes bss than half the a m m t needed to place them b v c
poverty, and there was practically no redudion in the number of unattached individuals living in poverty.
From 1929 .to 1960, the total number of Americans living either in
poverty or deprivation was reduced at an average amllal rate of d y 0.3
percent.
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Recent regressive trends i n income distribution
The more than 21 percent of the American people who lived in
poverty in 1960 received 4ess than 8 percent of total personal income. The
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Stated in another way, looking at all people living in poverty in
1960, far more than a fourth were in consumer units (families and unattached individuals) where the head was not employed; far more than
half were in units whose head had eight years of education or less; and
ailmost a third were in units whose head was female. About a fourth
of the total number of people living in poverty had consumer unit heads
aged 65 and over; more than a fifth were nonwhite; more than a sixth
were rural farm people; and more than t w o - m s lived in.the South.
While all of these ''special'' factors require attention, they may be
overdrawn as causes of poverty and deprivation. Sometimes, they are
result rather than cause; frequently, tliey are both. In general, pointing
out these ''spdal" factors does more to explain which people are poor
or deprived because they ate especially vulnerable to unfavorable economic
trends, than to explain why the total number is so large. If the economy
as a whole performed satisfactorily, the low-income people would be far
fewer because total opportunity would be far greater. They would also
be fewer because attainment of satisfactory economic performance would
require the very programs which would move directly against these "special" factors. In addition, expanded opportunities would help those handicapped by these "special" factors to overcome them more rapidly, and
would dso redwee discrimination based upon prejudice.

Current gwzals and program are inadequate
Current gods and program should be evaluated first in terms'of the
economic growth objectives which (for reasons already stated) are essential to a satisfactory rate of reduction of poverty and deprivation.
A modest but acceptable goal would be to regain maximum employment by the end & 1963, with unemployment r e d u d to less than 3
percent of the civilian labor force. The announced present goal of the
nation4 ~dministratimis to reduce unemployment to 4 percent by the
middle of 1963, and it is now widely believed that current efforts will not
d i v e even this inadequate objective.
To regain maximum production by the end of 1963-also a modest
goal-total production for 1962 as a whole should be 10-11 percent higher
than in 1961 as a whole, and 7 percent higher than the s e a ~ n d l yadjusted
annual rate in fowthguarter 1961, with a further, 7 percent advance in
1963.e In sharp contrast, it now appears likely that ttotal production in
1962 as a whole will be at best only about 7 percent above 1961 as a
whole, and only about 4 percent above fourth-quarter 1961. Most fore-

* After maximum production is reached, the annual growth t a b shoukl be 5
percent. See Technical Note Three for more details about the projestions in this w .
5

casts for 1953, ssumiag current policies, are not very optimistic.
Udms these current policies and programs change m a r m y , this
study estimates that our average annual economic growth rate during
1962-1965 may not be significantly higher than the 2% 'percent average
annual rate during 1953-1961. This would mean another recession before 1965, further 1increases in chronic idleness of manpower and
plant, and a wry slow rate of reduction of poverty and deprivation.

M m - d e d program changes
( 1 The Government ought to state higher and more realistic goah
which define our potentials and priorities of need, and adopt more consistent and comprehensive policies for their achievement. Tmard these
ends, and to enlist the active cooperation of an i n f o d people, the
, F d d e n t f Economic Reports, under the Employment Act of 1946,
should contain a detailed "American Economic Performance BwQet,"
hc1uding spec& targets for the reduction of poverty and deprivation.
(2) The Federal Budget, as an instrument of economic /@,
should be about 3 billion dollars higher in fiscal 1963 than is now 0 s dally progmed, and by calendar 1965 should rise above the oWially proposed fiscal 1963 level by about 16% biion. [To treat ''special" causes
of poverty and deprivation (after allowing for large Budget increases
for national defense, space exploration, and international purposes), by
calendar 1965, compared with fiscal 1962, per capita Federal outlays for
education and housing and community development should be approximately quadsupled, and for health services and research increased rrbout
234 times. With adequate economic growth, the Budget proposed in thh
study would not increase in size relative to total national production.
(3) Legislation should enlarge transfer payments under social ab
curity and related programs, in view of the extremely low incoma of recipients. Total transfer payments should be lifted above the 1961 bvol
by about 5 biion dollars in 1962, and by more than 9 billion by 1963,
as 6rst steps toward lifting them about 17 billion above the 1961 level by
1965 (calendar years). Aveiage benefits under the old a e insurance
propam should be approximately doubled within a few yea-rs, with camg&able gains under the Federalatate program of old agc wsi%tsua@e.
Unemployment insurance should be greatly strengthened at once.
(4) To stimulate cmmmption toward V i e r 8~0w)micgrowth, d
directly to redm poverty and deprivation, the tax burden on
familks should be reduced. Current proposals such as the tax
for business investors repeat the erroneous policies which stimulated investment excessively relative to consumption at various times in a m
years, and thus aggravated frequent recessions and low economic
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Specific goals to reduce poverty and deprivation
Practical goals consistent with the programs just detailed, and with
an economic growth rate high enough to achieve and sustain maximum
employment and produotion, are to reduce the number of families living
in poverty from more than 10 million in 1960 to less than two million
by 1965, and then to approximately one-half million by 1970. The
number of unattached individuals living in poverty should be reduced from
nearly 4 d o n to less than 2% million, and then to approximately onehalf million. Goals for the same years are to reduce the number of families living in deprivation from 10% million to, about 7 W o n , and
then to 3% million. The number of unattached individuals living above
the deprivation level should be increased from less than 5 million in 1960
to almost 7 million in 1965, and to more than 10 million in 1970.
This study has been directed by Leon H. Keyserling, with 'the as-

Ritz, and Nettie S. Shapiro.
7

IL The Growing Complacency
About Poverty And Deprivation
A quartercentury ago, Franklin D. Roosevelt spoke movingly of the
-massive p o v e g in the'nation. Since then, great gains have been made. But
in recent years, there has been a growing complacency about the poverty
and deprivation still in our midst.
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We-can doid -d need both private
md p M i f emmmic pmgress
A third evidence of the growing complacency a b u t low. people is the errbaeous idea that we can cany our worldwide public rean;d d c i e n t l y implovq our Wti~
public scrviccs & if
we adoptAW~b
policies to slow b w d , expansion of private conmiup
h a . This'is d ; e d idbating more of our total production away &om
the private md t o m d &e public sector.
be germane if the American economy wme
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unmarried public school teacher from $5,700 to $8,000 a year, e m
though this k a deshbb goal within a few years. The more than Wofifths of a nation living in poverty or deprivation cannot easily be rallied
to the active wpp&rtd mare sdxmls and hospitals, placing a man on the
moon, or helping the people of India to reduce their p o w fastereven though the polraaty in India is incomparably worse than ours. And
even the pubk-spirited rich are not enthusiastic a b u t rcgorting to greatly
incrGased tax rates or large deficits in the Federal Budget to fbmcc ex-.
publie programs. They, too, would preEw the high economic
growth and larrp advances in private living standards which would yield.
enough i n c ~ a dpublic revenues to pay for expanded public p r o g r ~
without tax rate increases or deficits.

Mistaken ideas about the invemnent-mnsum~onrelationship
The fourth reason for the growing complacency about poverty and
deprivation is the mistaken idea that, in order to achieve a highet rak of
6conomic growth, there should be more stress upon direct rme&wwsb
speed up investment in plant and equipment than upon direct measures
to speed up private consumption.
It is true that, ,for the period 1953-1961 as a whole, investment grew
much -too slowly. But this pedormanoe divided as follows: (1) boom
periods, when investment, fed by very high prices and profits* grew 80
fast that expansion of our ability to produce far outran the inadequate
expansion of demand for ultimate products in the form d private consumption plw public outlays; and (2) stagnation and recession periods,
when there were very sharp investment cutbacks as reactions to the^ preoeding exoesses. It follows that sufficient expansion of private conampt h and public outlays (b&h conducive to the reduction of poverty md
dqwivation) woukl provide ample incentives to sustained and tdkicnt
expansion of investment. There is plenty of investment capitaf., the need
is larger markets for products. To legislate p i f tax and dhar incentives to investment, while ultimate demand for products is short, would
*rely reqeat enon w,hich sparked the Mcient e o o d c performance
in recent years and hurt investment in the long run.

High economic gmwth and rapid reduction
of poverty sad dqXkatiQn lare ilMqm&le
As a f&h nason for the complacency, there are those who, giving
priority to higher ewmmic growth, say that this priority does 'not have
much bearing upon reduction of poverty and deprivation. They give as
their reason h i t most or much of these low-insotne collditions exist in

make us tfK fa-

rather than

underdewlopmcnt, these matters haw eomt first..
ahcad, W challenge will extend to the pdwtpliockrction
and to many other matters.
to -be highly selective and limited in our choice of
"Shc1UBu(68tt!aei&yWbwsthcrcas
d fop hiSlfi emuomic
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54,0DcTN m e w and would excessively ccmpkak ihe
zggl~sisd dative 'concentration of poverty among Wen
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men w h the alternative method is use-& it appears that pcmq
evenly dlistn'buted among hm'llies of various &e4 beatuse thc
f ; u n i s have lower incomes on the average than the largea
s h d d be noted also that the "modest but adequate budget" s t u b bdih
cate M income requirement clustering around $4,000 even for a tww
person fanrily."
'
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The deprivation level for families: income $4,000 $5,999
If the round figure of $6,000 (as indicated above) is used as approximating the center of the income range necessary to provide a "modest
but adequate budget," then it seems reasonable to regard multiple-person

* The excellent study by Robert J. Lampman, "The Low Income Population And
Economic Growth," published by the Congressional Joint Economic Committee in
December 1959, uses the more complicated method and finds 32.2 million people
in 1957 in "low-income" status (which that study apparently assimilates to poverty),
compared with the current study's estimate of 38 million living in poverty in 1960.
But the Lampman study defines as "low-income" a four-person family with total
money income of not more than $2,500 in 1957 dollars, and utilizes the figure of
$1,157 for an unattached individual. Even allowing for price changes since 1957 and
the addition of nonmoney income, those responsible for the current study believe thgt
the income boundaries which Lampman uses are much too low. Other studies since
his tend to wrroborate the income boundaries used here.

cases imposes a continuing sense d
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its other characteristics. Looking again at the second chart, it appears
that a two-person family with an income of $7,500 might be living very
comfortably indeed, and achieve affluence with an income of $10,000 or
less. But a five- or six-or-more person family with an income of $10,000,
and with children of college age, might lind it quite a squeeze to be really
comfortable, and certainly wuld not be called affluent.

The &ueni or higher 1kel for families: $15,000 .nd above
"Affiuence" is such a vague term that it is hard to fa&o& at what
income level it begins. The income level of $15,000 and over seems to
result &om the foregoing analysis. Only 7.3 percent of d American
. multiple-person families had incomes of $15,000 and over in 1960. Viewing this small fraction, if families with incomes of $15,000 and over are
not to be considered afHuent (and some of them wealthy), then we must
revise our impressions about the extent to which we are an aBuent society.

Incomes and levels of living among unattached individuals
The "modest but adequate budget" studies set the requirement for'
unattached individuals at a range from somewhat below $2,300 to sanewhat above $3,000.
In this study, unattached individuals are regarded as living in
when theii annual incomes are below $2,000; in deprivation when their
h a m e s range from $2,000 to $2,999; in comfort when their inoomm
range from $3,000 to $4,999; in comfort-aflluenoe when their hcomm
range from $5,000 to $7,499; and in affluence (with some of them
wealthy), when their incomes are $7,500 and over. In 1960, only 4.6
percent of ail unattached individuals had incomes of $7,500 and over.
The two following charts portray the "modest but adequate budget'"
studies used as a starting point for this analysis.
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WHAT FAMILIES OF VARYING SIZES NEED
FOR n~~~~~~ BUT ADEQUATE"BUDGETS
U.S. Department of Labor Budgets for City Workers' Families,
Average for 2 0 cities," 1959, in I960 Dollars
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In 1966, there were almost 10% million American families (ti&hdds of t r o or more related persons) Bving in -,
with m0.l h.canes under $4,600 befare ttvres.** Almost 395 mIYiion had ajlmiEd i+'
comes under $2$OO-less Tbsm half the amount d e d 6 Pitce
a h the poverty level. Throughout this chapter, armual incame inch&
nut d y cash Income, buf also nonmoney lacome such as the
value of f d 4fuel produced and comumed by the farm lam&, Wnet rental value of owner occupied humcs.
recefved ie Wd, and
Tbe famjliis living in poverty in lBdO wne abut 23 percent d all
families, 6r %hostm e in every four. Those under $2,000 anere sbaut 7.3
.
p e e & of dl famiIIes,or approximately one in every fourteen:
'

~easuriag
income progress aver the ,years
in 1960, should wt?say 9 t h i l i c s with incomes under $4~000in 1960 dollars (about $2,230 in 1929 dollars) lived in poverty
This ntetboid Is probably the simplest and the best for expressing tbe
of 'progress since 1929 in absolute terms.
In some respects, this method by-passes the d i d point that "povew
is partly a relative concept, depending upon the current state of t ~ l o a j cal and hchtstrid divekrpment, and upon the m n t thfnl.ing d &e'
Ammican peapk with reapact to what constitutes "poventy." H ' o w ,
the 'kdadre"' mrmpt does not provide criteria for measuring
jm&- .
ress in k d s of living over the years; instead, it measures progreSB
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actual pro-.
Indeed, since the population was muioh smaller in 1929,
this ~llldthDdwould indicate far fewer people Eying in poverty in that year.
than in 196Lagai11, a clearly wrong conclusion.
On balance, the method which seems most fruitful for purpmcs of
analysis and policy is .to estimate actual progress ouer the years by using
o define the people living in
a
a
Pragmatically, t3.d~wans
some of the best studies of poverty in the 1920's and early 1930's used
as the definition of poverty practically the same under $4,000 category
which this study uses for 1960, when adjustment is made for price changes.
In looking at the estimated amount of poverty in 1929 which results
from the use d this method, however, we can make a mental readjustment, based upon realization that in 1929,some &these people would not
have been regarded as living in "pov~rty,"because the whde economy was
less advanced and the public viewpoint was ~8rrespondiiglyMerent. To
put this in another way, allowing for the general economic advance and the
corresponding change in the public viewpoint, our progress in reducing
"peverty" since 1929 is somewhat less impdve &an one w d gather
merely from comparing the quantitative data for 1925, with those for 1960.
These comments apply also, broadly speaking, to the analysis of
trends over the years in the numbers of people living at the deprivation
level.

.

The recent slow-down in the reduction of family poverty
In 1929, the last year of prosperity before World War II, more than
18 rnillian American families lived in poverty, with annual incomes mdea
$4,000 measured in 1960 dollars.* Due to the Great Depression, the
number rose te almost 21 million during 1935-1936. But by 1947, the
number had fallen to less than 14 million, 8 drop ofmom than 33 percent
below 1935-1936, and more than 24 percent below 1929.
This very substantial reduction was due to the rapid rate of national
economic growth, under conditions averaging close to Eull employment,
which result~dfrom our great efforts during World War 11. It was due
also to tke penaanw economic and social reforms which, while enacted
during the 1930's, did not take full effect until the 1940's. These trends

*

T t u r o w t ttdg etudy, convcrsivnra into 1960 dollars are by the Canforcna
Mtrr;sured ia 1929 dollars, almost 17 million famjlies in 1929
were below $2,000, a dollar income roughly comparable in purchasing pawrr 47
$3,660. in 1960. lbfmmmd i8 1929 &bs, about 24% million f a d i e s in 1929 were
under $4000.

.

indicate how rapidly we could reduce family poverty if high economic
growth, full employment, and the momentum of social inventiveness wefe
maintained in relative peacetime, for in wartime 30 to 50 percent of
national production was burned up in worldwide conflict.
The period 1947-1953, marked by peace and limited war, also averaged
*reasonably high economic growth and employment. And the number d
families in poverty was further reduced by almost 254 million, or to less
than 1134 in 1953. This average annual reduction of more than three percent was about twice as fast as during 1929-1947.
But the period 1953-1960 was characterized by an average annual
rate of economic growth only a little better than half that during 19471953, and by a chronic rise of idle manpower and plant. Consequently,
the average annual rate of reduction of family poverty was slowed down
immensely. The almost 101h million families living in poverty in 1960
was only one million lower than the number in 1953.
The slowdown in the reduction of extreme family poverty has been
even more pronounced. Measured in 1960 dollars, there were about
7% million American families with incomes under $2,000 in 1929; * and
during the depression period 1935-1936, the number rose to more than
9% million. By 1947, there was a tremendous reduction to less than 4
million. But by 1953, the number was still almost 3% million; and seven
years later, in 1960, there had been no further reduction. During these
seven years, the families with incomes under $1,000 appear to have risen
slightly from about 0.8 million to about one million.
Failure to reduce poverty among unattached individuals
Measured in 1960 dollars, there were 4 million unattached individuals
living in poverty, with annual incomes under $2,000, in 1929,** and the
number rose to 4.4 million during the depression period 19,35-1936. By
1947, the numiber was reduced to 3.6 million. But by 1953, the number
was up to 4 million again, or as high as in 1929, and in 1960 the number
was still almost 4 million.

* Measured in 1929 dollars, more than 6 million families in 1929 had annual
incomes under $1,000, a dollar income roughly comparable in purchasing power to
$1,800 in 1960. Measured in 1929 dollars, as shown earlier, almost 17 million
families in 1929 were under $2,000.
** The reasons for defining this income category as poverty are set forth in
Chapter 111. Measured in 1929 dollars, there were about 3.8 million unattached
individuals in 1929 with annual incomes under $1,000 (roughly equivalent to $1,800
in 1960), and almost 7 million under $2,000.

3

3
The number of uaahtached indivi*
with annual i n c o m ~
>>
&e @ed
EO p l ~ th
~m
t above
51,000, ar less than w
p o v c ~ l c v z 1 , ~ ~ 1 . 1 1 ~ . i n 1 9 2 9 , a r m d r a m ~ a t t h e s a m ~ 1 . 8 'm i l lion in 1960, wkb d y
wariatik over the intetvening years.
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Total amkr & h k r i a m s

'

living in poverty, 1960

With &wst 10% million families and almost 4 million pnatta&ed
individuals living in poverty in 1960, the total comes to approximasely
38 million Americans, or more than one American in every five.*
he toltoiof thosewith ann~alincamesufkrssthanhalf the a s ~ n u r t
reqltited to place them above the pyerty level, involving in 1960 almost
3% udEm families and almost 2 million mattached individw cams to
'about 12% million Americans, or apxirnately one in every faateen.
To be sure, the number of Americans riving in poverty was r e d u d
very rapidly from the depression level re&
in 1935-1936 to about 41
million in 1953, and then reduced at an m u d rate d y slbout &our&
as fast to about 38 million in 1960. The &n
with less than hdf the
income required to lift them above the psvertp kve1 was reduobd to about
13 million in 1953, with no further redwtion by 1960.
Part of this record may have be-en goad, but not good
the reeord during the period of low eoommic growth and
rising idleness d plant and manpower since 1953 has baen very
tory. It is not enough to say that there are f a r fewer poor anrsng rus tBan
three decades ago. The poor are still with us in staggeringly latw
numbers-numbers intolerable in a Nation with our new potent&&.

The share of the poor,in total personal income
As shown by the third and fourth charts f o W n g this chapter, due to
general population growth, the poor when measured as a percentage of
our total population has declined much more rapidly than the d e d b in
their absolute numbers. But poverty is an absulute evil, and the plight of
the millions still afEcted is not ameliorated by pointing out that they are
not as large a percentage of the total population as they used to be. Moreover, it is very Pweating to note that the share of total personal incomic:
received by the poor Bas dropped too rapidly, even allowing for the drop
in their percentage relationship to the total population. The data in the

* For metbods used to convert numbers of families at various incomc levels into
numbers of persons, see Technical Note One.
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V. Deprivation, ~omrort,And
Affluence In America
Between poverty and comfort, as indicated earlier, there is the deprivation level of living. And when this level is taken into account, it becomes
clear that the progress since 1929 has been even less satisfactory than would
appear from looking only at the poverty picture.

-

&pdm&m among families aad unatttbEhed indioiihrsfs, W
. X
. In 1960, almost 10%million American families, or almosf 23
d the tatal, lived in deprivation with incomes raging frrrPn $4,
$5,999. Js addition, more than 2 millfm mattache
20 penrent .of Ski total, lived in dqrivatioa with
$&a00 to @2,999'*
T- 39 d o n h e r i a m a , or m m than one perm Ah
mry -'
l
i
d ig 4spdvatEan.in 1960.

Combined total of poverty and degrimtMa, 1960
-

~ ~ g t b e . ~ ~ o a d a t a d t h ' t h e p o v e r t y r d a t a s e t ~ k n t.f b r e
@h&ptef,in 1.960 more than ZOiJi

an 56 percent d all individuals, lived under
-.
'. >
conditions meaning either poverty of BeprivatEcm.
T t w s m a e t h a n 7 7 m i l l i o n b W i n 1960,or ~ u 1 4 3 ~
our btal po*
lived in poverty or dephatim.**
, .7. 1

d

satisfactory record in reducing pverty a d Coepri~athnindicates that tcm
small a portion of our economic progress has accrued to those who have
needed it mst. In lBqCI, &e 43p-t
da
f
l Mng~in poverty
~
or deprivation received only somewhat more than 22 perceut of total pers o d itrconre, a lngr such smnaIker sham when m e d
thew
&as a pe;rcenEqp&ftatd population than in 1W9.
It is giue that tbe number of Americans living in poverty or deprivation has declined greatly since 1929, w b measured as a p e ~ n t a P 'of
tatal population. But people are not percentage points, and it is not rs
as&urhgtb?, ;even in 1960, more than four Americans in every tea still
lived @I poverty or deprivation.

Families living at the deprivatim.comfort level
in 11960, tftere were b a t 7% million A a m i c d m f d l i e s living at the
d e p r i v a t i m ~ o r level,
t
with annual incomes ranging from $6,000 to
$7,499. T b s e families were slightly more h a 16 percent d all f;raliliers,
and received slightly more than 14 percent of &&al frnnily incorn. In
1953, families at thh level were slightly more tbm 17 percmt of all
families, and in 1929 t h y were just above 6 peroeart.
Measured as a percentage of all fadies, the families at tbis level have
iacl.6ased more than 2% times since three decades ago; all~ll~hqjfoz
pc@atien growth, $hey have increased even more in absolute numbex.

Families living

at

the comfotf-dueace level

In 19% there were almost 1 4 miilion American families living at tlae
d o r t - d u e n c e level, with incomes ranging from $7,500 to $14,999.
These f a d i e s were almost 31 percent of all families, and received 40 percent of total family income. In 1953, the families at h i s level were eH&ly
above 22% percent of all families, and in 1929 they were' &@y 'kbme
9Meatwed as parcentage of dl families, the f a d i e s at this ltvel haw
mom tBan tripled during the past three decades; ahwhg for p q d a t i b ~
growth, they have increMCC1 even more in abo1pte num;bea.

Families living

at or

above the duence level

In 1960, slightly less than 3% million American families, with incornea
of $15,000 a year and over, lived under conditions which might be called
af8uent, with some of these living in real wealth. These came to abnoa
735 percent of 'ail families, with almost 24 percent of total family income.
In 1953, the affluent and wealthy families were more than 4% percent

af all fadies, and received 18% percent of total family income. In 1929,
they were kss than 2% percent, with 22 percent of tbbl family income.
Looking at the period from 1929 to 1960 as a whole, these data are
an important indication of generally improved income distribution. In

.

1929, the share of the af3uent and wealthy families in total family income
was almost nine times as large as their proportional relationship to slll
families; by 1960, their income share was only somewhat more than three
times as large.
But,as already noted, the period 1953-1960 is another story. During
thin period, the afauent and wealthy families increased from somewhat
above 4% percent to almost 7% percent of all American families, and their
share of total family income increased from 18% percent to almost 24 percent. If we had enjoyed during this period a fully prosperms economy
advancing at a high growth rate, an increase in both the number and percentage of families in the affluent category would have been highly desirable, even though movement of families from the comfort category to the
affluent category is less urgent than movement of families from poverty or
deprivation to comfort. It is also true that, during 1953-1960, the number
of afl&uent families increased far more rapidly than their income share.
Nonetheless, their number grew at a very rapid rate during a period when
the number living in poverty or deprivation was being reduced at a very
slow rate. These undesirable relative trends have been both cause and
effect of the low economic growth rate and chronic rise in idle manpower
and plant during this period.

Unattached individuals at the comfort level
In 1960, there were 3 million unattached individuals living at the
comfort level, with incomes ranging from $3,000 to $4,999. These were
about 28 percent of all unattached individuals, and received about 33%
percent of total income of all unattached individuals.
.
In 1953, unattached individuals in the comfort category were 25%
percent of the total, and in 1929 they were 22% percent. Thus, durihg the
three decades 1929-1960, there was a substantial increase in this group
when measured as a percentage of all unattached individuds; there has been
a larger increase in their absolute number, reflecting population growth.

Unattached individuals at the comfort-afEuence
and duence or higher levels
In 1960, there were a b u t 1.7 million unattached individuals living in
two categories: the comfort-duence category with annual incomes ranging
31

from $5,000 to $7,499, and the Auence or higher category with incomes
above $7,500, including some in real wealth. These came to slightly more
than 15% percent of all unattached individuals, and received almost 39%
percent of total inwme of all unattached individuals.
In 1953, the unattached individuals in these two categories were 11
percent of all unattacbd individuals, and in 1929 they were 694 percent.
Comparing 1960 with 1953, the number of individuals in these two
categories rose almost 42 percent when measured as a proportion of all
unattached individuals, and rose even more in absolute numbers. Their
share of the total income of unattached individuals rose almost 24 percent.
Considering that, during the same period, the unattached individuals
living in poverty or deprivation remained constant in number, while their
income share dropped very greatly, the welfare of their A u e n t and wealthy
brethren presents a s h a v contrast.

Trends in average income of all families
and unattached individuals

All of the following average income figures are in 1960 dollars.
Accordiig to estimates for 1961, the average inwme of all multiple-person
families in the United States was $7,865. This represented an advance of
more than 69 percent from $4,651 in 1929. The average for unattached
individuals, estimated at $3,290 in 1961, was almost 30 percent above the
$2,537 average in 1929. For all consumer units, the estimated 1961
average of $7,005 was almost 68 percent above the $4,170 average in 1929.
While these averages can be used properly to indicate income progress
in America, they can also be used improperly to gloss over the poverty and
deprivation still in our midst. Income distribution, and not just averages,
must also be looked at to see the whole picture.
Summary of income distribution in broad perspective
In 1960, the more than 21 percent of the American people who lived
in poverty received less than 8 percent of total personal income. The
nearly 43 percent who lived in poverty or deprivation received only s m e what more than 22 percent of total income. The 7 percent with incomes
placing them in the affiuence category (or above affluence, in real wealth)
received more than 23 percent of total inwme. In between these extremes,
about 50 percent of the American people received lsomewhat less than 55
percent of total income. These data appear on the fourth and fifth charts.
Expressed in the more customary way, on the sixth chart, in 1960 the
lowest income third d all consumer units (families and unattached individuals) received 11% percent of total personal income; the middle third
received 27 percent; and the highest third received 61% percent.

The next six ohnns provide m m
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VL Regional Aspects Of Poverty
And Deprivation
Although the United States is by far the most highly developed country
in the world, some regions are underdeveloped relative to others. Aspects
of this underdetrelopment include but are not limited to degree of industrialization, per capita income and wealth, and general levels of education and
health and housing. At least one region is underdeveloped by all or most
of these tests; othexs are underdeveloped only by some of them. Correspondingly, poverty and deprivation are much higher in some regions than
in others. This is in part a result of underdevelopment, and in part an
obstacle .to a more rapid rate of development.

Incidence of poverty by regions
The following regional discussion is based upon data developed by the
Bureau of the Census, which indicate a larger percentage of multiple-person
families with incomes under $4,000 than the data presented in earlier
chapters, drawn from the Office of Business Economics in the Department
of Commerce, which do not include regional analysis. The discrepancies
arise pddy because the OBE data (unlike the Census data) include not
only money income but also various types of nonmoney income. Nonmoney income is relatively insignificant for the preponderance of families,
and the Census data in some respects may well be preferable to the OBE
data. Therefore this study, when using the Census data, continues to
adhere to the proposition that families with money incomes under $4,000
live in poverty.* Further, the Census data certainly serve to show the
relative iricome conditions in various regions.
In the West, slightly more than one-fifth of the multiple-person farnilies lived in poverty in 1960; in the Northeast, somewhat less than onefourth; in the North Central region, about three families in every ten; and
in the South, close to five families in every ten.
Among unattached individuals in 1960, four-and-a-half in every ten
lived in poverty in the West; very close to half in ,the Northeast; more than
half in the North Central region; and about two-thirds in the South.

Incidence of deprivation by regions
In the West, and in the North Central region and South in 1960, more

* See Technical Note Tiwo for further discussion.
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Poverty where the family head is self-employed,
unemployed, or not in tse civilian labor force
Among families wbuc &rds ' m e self-employed as nonfarm managers, officials, or proprietors, coming to more than 294 million, 28 percent
lived in poverty in 1960.
Among families w k i heads were unemployed as of March 1961,
coming to more ban 2% million, 43% percent lived in poverty. It should
be noted that these data relate to those unemployed at the time of the
survey, and to the income they received in 1960. Thus, the n u d m found
to be living in poverty reinforces other evidence that a large portion of
those unemployed at any given time are unemployed more than once during
the year and are often without income for a substantial part of the year.
And among families whose heads were in the Armed Forces or for
other reasons not in the civilian labor force, coming to about 794 million,
almost 65 percent lived in poverty.

The special problem of farm poverty

-

Because nonmoney income is of greater sigbificance to farm families,
it should be included in any discussion of the relative position of farm and
nonfarm families. The OBE data, which include the money d u e of food
and fuel produced and consumed by farm families, are drawn upon for the
estimates in this section.
In 1960, as shown by the third chart, the average income of nonfarm
multiple-person famBKs was about 80 percent higher than that of farm
operator families. More than 58 percent of farm operator families lived
in poverly, contrasted with h u t 19 percent of nonfarm f a d i e s . Only a
little more than one-fifth of a l l farm operator families lived above the deprivation level, contrasted with almost three-fifths of the nonfarm families.
But even in the farm sector, there are great income variations. In
1960, as shown by the fourth chart following this chapter, net farm income
per farm averaged much less than $2,000 among small cotton farmers in
the South, and very much lower than the average during the previous
decade. Even on the bighest income farms shown on this chart, farm
income was strikingly lower than average nonfarm income.

Poverty among farm workers
Abont two-thirds of all farm workers in 1959 earned less than $1,000
annullfly in money wages, including not only their earnings from fann work
but a h their earnings ftrom qontarm work. The total n W r of days
worked per year was shockingly low. The average annual money wages
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It is well-known that poverty hits the d d harder than most others; that
women are much more poorly paid than men; and that there is much more
poverty among nonwhites than among whites. Such phenomena are in psrt
due to relative lack of capabilities arising from relative lack of opportunity,
equities also impose a heavy economic burden upon the Nation. In the
long run, they work against productivity and economic growth.
Clearly, every effort should be made to extirpate these inequalities
and inequities. But this alone (so long as the economy as a whole exhibit9
very large economic slack and consequent shortfall of total opportunity due
mostly to causes other than these inequalities and inequities) would not
greatly reduce poverty nor greatly increase pay; it would to a large extent
merely redistribute poverty and low pay among different people. T&
fundamental solution is to provide enough jobs for all, and to lift the living
standards of all by high economic growth, full employment, and the social
programs which are indispensable to these ends. Nonetheless, it is useM
to get at the facts about the relative concentration of poverty related to ages
sex, and color, and to &a1 with these special problems within the context
of an adequate overall economic approach.

Poverty among the elderly, 1960
In 1960, among the 6.2 million multiple-person families in the United
States with heads aged 65 and over, close to two-thirds lived in poverty wfth
money incomes under $4,000.* Nearly one-third received less &&a
$2,000; and almost one-tenth less than $1,000.

boome, sueh as rental value of owned homes. But
fur shese factors would still show an alarmingly h
imtmwpovexty among t h w elderly groups.

-

Among & almost 334 million unrelated individuals aged 65 and over
in 1960, four-fifths lived in pcwerty with incomes under $2,000, a d nearly
half were under $1,000, In contrast, among the slightly more than one
million individuals aged 35 to 44, only one-third were under $2,000, and
only a little more thaa one-fifth were under $1,OW.
In 1960, the rnedi@inecrrne of families with he& aged 65 and over
was $2,897; amd'of families with heads aged 35 to 44, $6,420. For unattached indiviQu&$ the figures for the game age groups were $1,053 and
$3,3 10.

Reasons for extreme poverty among the old
By far the most important reason for extreme poverty among our
senior citizens is the insufficiency of the social security and welfare programs from which most of them derive by far the major portion of their
incomes. As late as November 1961, the monthly individual benefit paid
to a retired worker under the OASDI program averaged $75.65, or barely
$900 a year. The monthly benefit to a retired worker and aged wife
together averaged about $125, or about $1,500 a year. An aged widow
averaged only $58.20 a month in 1961. Public assistance payments under
the Federal-State program for old age assistance were only $68.78 monthly
per recipient in November 1961. '

Poverty among families with very young heads, 1960
Among the almost 2% million families with heads aged from 14 to 24
in 1960, h u t half were living in poverty, and between one-fhfth and onesixth were under $2,000. And among the approximately one million unattached individuals aged 14 to 24, much more than half were living in
poverty, and about two-fifths were under $1,000. In contrast, among the
more than one million individuals aged 35 to 44, only about one-third were
under $2,000, and somewhat more than one-fifth under $1,000.
The median income for families with head aged 14 to 24 was $4,014,
and the median for unattached individuals in the same age group was
$1,674. As already indicated, in the 35 to 44 age group, the median for
families was $6,420, and for unattached individuals $3,310.
It would normally be expected that people at the start of their working
careers would earn legs than others. But it is not salutary that these people
in such large numbers taste poverty during their initiation into the American
economic system. Of course, the very high level of unemployment, wfiich
bears down with such special force upon those entering the labor markd for
the first time, does not give them much chance to pick and choose their jobs.

Boverty mhed to sex,
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FAMILIES LIVING IN POVERTY,
GROUPED BY AGE OF FAMILY HEAD, 1960
Total Number of Multiple Person Families in Each Group,

and Percent in Each.Group with Annual Money lfncomes Under $4,000

MEDIAN ANNUAL MONEY INCOME
OF MULTIPLE PERSON FAMILIES

Age
65 and Over

Age
55-64

D a t a Bureau of the Census.

Age
45-54

Age
35-44

25-34

Age
14-24

INDlVlDUALS LIVING IN POVERTY,
GROUPED BY AGE, 1960
Total Number of Unrelated Individuals in Each Group,
And Percent in Each Group with Annual Money Income Under $2,000
Age 55-64

Age 45-54

2 IS Million

f.66 MMion

35.0%

$1,000

$2P00
Age 35-44
LIZ M11Iion

Under
Under
tlPo0
$2,000
Age 25-34

Under
Under
$1,000
$2,000
Age 14-24

1.24 Mlflion

LO8 Million

54.9%

33.7Y' e

S1.OQO

$2rn

MEDIAN ANNUAL MONEY INCOME
OF UNRELATED INDIVIDUALS
Grouped by Age of Individuals

Age 65
andover

Age
55-64

Data Bureau of the Census

Age
45-54

Age
35-44

25-34
Age

Age
14-24

MILES LIVING IN POVERTY,
GROUPED BY SEX OF FAMILY HEAD, 1960
Totd Nwnber of Multipla Person Familiar and Madlan A
d Money Income
fn Each Group ond Rcnsnt in Each Gfaup with Annual Momy Income Undar $4,000
FEMALE FAMILY HEAD
4.6 MiIlM Ftwnilies

$2.%aL

M d o n lncom.:

MALE FAMILY HEAD

MALE FAMILY HEAD

WIFE NOT M LABorr C
O
W

WITH WIFE IN UBOR FORCE

2T6 Million Fomilies

12.0 M i I I h Fmi/i&s

Median I n m $5,520

Median lncom.: $6,900

63.m

$1,000 S
m $4,000
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$1,000 $ 2 W

Udar
Under
Under Lhder
$4.000 $1,000 $2,000 $4,000

INDIVIDUALS LIVING IN POVERTY,
GROUPED BY SEX, 1960
Total Number of Unrelated lndlviduols and MhdlanAnnual Money Income
in Each Giwp and Percent in Each Group withAmml Money Income U& $2000

FEMALE

MALE

67MiIIion

4.2 M i I I i i

Median lnunn:$1,377'

Uda

Em
l

Undar

S2P00

Median Income: $2,480

Under

Under

$ 1,000

$2,000

'/The mod- fomily Inh fa the 4.g rnllllon fomlliw at all Incoma MIS
not
,
J u t for those wlth income under $4,000. Same applies to 0 t h gmupr.
u ~ h e median femak individual Income is for the 6.7 milllam f6male individuals at all
inconre kveh, not lust tor those with Incomes under $2.000.
S a m appllr to m a h .
Data: Bunau of the Conws.
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COMWRATIVE INCOME STATUS OF
WHITE AND NON-WHITE FAMILIES,1960
Percent of White and Nonwhite Multiple Person Families
with Annual Money 'lncomes of Indicated Amounts

AFFLUENCE
AFFLUENCE

b~omprising 11.7 million white families out of ototal of 41.1 millionwhite families
and 2.6million nonwhite families outof a total of 4.3million nonwhite families.
&cornpising 9.7million white ond 0.8million nonwhite families.
a h f a on income range from $6,000-$7,499 used elsewhere in this study not available
in data wries from which this chart was prepared.
Data: Bweou at the Census.

COMPARATIVE INCOME STATUS OF
WHITE AND NONWHITE INDIVIDUALS, 1960
Percent of White and Nonwhite Unrelated Individuals
with Annual Money Incomes of Indicated Amounts

UNDER $1,000
wvm

UNDER $2,0004
POVERTY
(Cumulative)

White

Nonwhite

White

Nonwhite

I

White

Nonwhite

White

Nonwhite

I

White

Nonwhite

White

Nonwhite

I
I
'~omprising 4.9 mllllon white unrelated individuals out of total of 9.4 million
white unrelated Individuals, and 1.0 milllon nonwhite unrelated indlvlduols
cut of total of 1.5 million nonwhite unrelated indlvlduals.
a ~ m p r i r i n g 1.2 million white unrelated individuals and 0.2 million nonwhite.
aDota In income mngefmrh $5,000-67,499 used elsewhere in this study not
available in data serirs from which thls chart was prepared.
Data: Bureau of the Census.

IX. Education And Health In Their Bearing Upon Poverty And Deprivation
The need for a balanced appraisal of factors

rn

We should become accustomed to regard improved education and
health care as desirabk primarily because of our interest in the develqp
ment of human beings. Of course, it is also true that deficiencies in these
public services do enlarge poverty and deprivation, first because they
translate into deficient human capabilities, and secondly because inadequate levels of outlays for these purposes add to unemployment and idle
plant. At the same time, while those who are below par in education and ;
M t h are naturally most likely to be unemployed when there are n& ;
enough jobs to go around, many of them would be employed if there were
enough jobs to go around. In other words, so long as the economy as a
whole is operating very far below maximum employment and production,
to a considerable extent the fact that some people are below others in
education and health does more to explain why they are selected fitst for
unemployment and poverty than to explain why the total amount of meal.ployment and poverty is so high.

>

Poverty and deprivation among families,
related to deficient education, 1958 *
In 1958, among the almost 8 million multiple-person families whose
heads had less than eight years of elementary education, almost two-thirds
lived in poverty, wi~thincomes under $4,000. More than one-third were
under $2,000, and more than one-seventh under $1,000. Above the
poverty level, another one-fifth lived in deprivation, so that only about
one-seventh were above the deprivation level.
Moving upward in the education scale, among the almost 11 million
families whose heads had completed four years of high school education,
much more than one-fifth lived in poverty, and less than half were above
the deprivation level. But among the more than 4 million families whose
heads had completed four or more years of college pr univ&sity education,
less than one-tenth lived in poverty, and about three-quarters were above
the deprivation level.
*The data on income related to education are those developed by the Cemm
Bureau, and include money income only. Data for years later than 1958, smt
available.

+:
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Poverty and deprivation among unattached individuals,
related to deficient education, 1958
Among the more than 2% million unattached individuals with less
than eight years of elementary education in 1958, about four-fifths lived
in poverty, and much more than half were under $1,000. Less than
onetenth were above the deprivation level. But among the 2 million
. unattaohed indiGduals who had complded four years of high school education, only somewhat more than one-third lived in poverty, and not very
far from half were above the deprivation level. Among the somewhat
more than one million unattached individuals with four or more years of
college or university education, more than two-fifths lived in poverty, and
somewhat more than half were above the deprivation level.
The relatively high amount of poverty among unattached individuals
with superior educations, contrasted with the amount among those who
have completed four years of high school education, is pwzhg. There
m y be some defects in the available data. Another explanation may be
that, since college and university education has become widespread in recent years, the average age of those in the labor force who have gom
through high school may be much higher ,than the average age of those who
have gone through college. Be this as it may, the large amount of poverty and deprivation among those with superior educations should serve
as a warning against the concept that education itself is a sure cure.

Poverty and deprivation, related to health, 1958
Among families with money incomes under $2,000 in 1958, 16%
percent of all persons were either disabled or limited in their major activity by chronic ill health. The figure was about 8 percent among families with incomes ranging from $2,000 to $3,999; 4.8 percent among
families living mostly in deprivation with incomes ranging from $4,000
to $6,999,* and only 4.3 percent among families with incomes of $7,000
and over. These persons disabled or limited include both adults and
minors, whether working or not. It is clear, however, that a large pr*
portion of these persons are family heads and other breadwinners.
Measured in 1960 dollars, the estimated income loss from non-occupational short-term sickness was more than 8% & i o n doliars in 1960,
contrasted with 6.8 billion in 1953, and 5.6 billion in 1948.
The three following charts add to this part of the discussion.

* T4e available data do not permit the $4,000-$5,999 breakdown used generally
in this study for the deprivation category.
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X The Slums And Poverty
I

Poverty and deprivation are responsible for the fact that &om of
people still live in urban and rural slums because they do not earn enough
to live better. Meanwhile, the slums help to perpetuate poverty and
deprivation, because they are hurtful to health and morale, and generate
many social aberrations which impede family and individual economic
progress. In addition, the high economic cost to the Natibn of carrying
the overhead of slum ,living consumes resources which otherwise might be
devoted to eradicating poverty.

Amount of substandard housing in the United States
There are now about 9% million seriously deficient dwelling units
in the United States, or about one-sixth of the total of 58 million units.
This includes about 5 million units in metropolitan areas, and about 4%
million units elsewhere. In addition, some 6.2 million units need repair
and alterations including modernization, beyond ordinary' maintenance
requirements. There is also a quantitative shortage of more than a million
adequate dwellings.
There is no litmus paper test d whether housing is standard or substandard. The Housing Census uses a variety of tests, solely or in wmbination, including dilapidation, lack of sanitary facilities, and inadequacies
of light and ventilation. Whether the more precise substandard figure is
the 9% million seriously deficient units, or the more than 15% &ion
including the units needing substantial repair or modernization, depends
upan the criteria used.*
Of the 9% million seriously deficient units today, about 4.3 million
units might be improved sufficiently by rehabilitation. But 5.2 million
units are estimated to require replacement, dividing almost equally between
metropolitan and other areas.

High incidence af disease, crime, and other costs
in s u b d u d housing areas
In New Orleans, according to one study, 44 percent of the incidence
of t u b e r h i s was concentrated in slum sections covering o d y 25 percent
of the residential area of the city. In Newark, the Wdence of t h r c u -

* Prior to the 1960 Ccmus, the concept of substandard was somewhat generally
agreed npsjl usr k h d h g all dilapidated dwellings, fhose ldchg c d & n major
fasilitaa, and some of these in wbstmdprd blocks. The estimatts of miow dcficimciepr in 1960 b e conriderably more restrictive than the estimates of eubart9ndwd
for 1956 and earlier years.

&&standard -housing is associated with inadequate imaxm
According to data from the U.S. Census ~ureau's 1956
Rousing Inventory, more than half d the rented dwelling
in that year by families with incomes below $2,000, riad
d those rented by families with incomes between $2@&3

Ib.duction of low incomes at a full prosperity mete
depends u p enormau arpnsim d home COOI&
There are two basic reasons why mistained fa0

consumer habits, a vast expansion
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9i11
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2
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XI. Who The Low-Income People Are, And Why Their Incomes Are Low
Previous chapters have described the extent of poverty and deprivation among various groups, such as our senior citizens, families whose
heads have received inadequate education, and so forth. The first chart
following this chapter, based on studies of the Survey Research Center of
the University of Michigan, highlights these aspects of the low-income
problem. From a different perspective, we may now look at what portions
of the total number of the poor and the deprived in the United States are
located in various groups.

Who the people in poverty are *
In 1960, as shown by the second chart following this chagter, more
than a quarter of the total number of people living in poverty were in
consumer units whose heads were not employed. About 57 percent of
the total number of people in poverty were in consumer units whose heads
had only eight years of education or less; 31 percent were in consumer
units whose heads were female; and about 23 percent were in consumer
units whose heads were aged 65 and over. Among all the people living
in poverty, about 17 percent were rural farm people, about 22 percent
nonwhite, and about 43 percent lived in the South.
Obviously, there are many overlappings in these classifications. To
illustrate, a nonwhite farm family living in the South might have a head
with eight years or less of education.

,

Who the people in poverty or deprivation are
In 1960, looking at the total number of people in the United States
living in poverty or deprivation, some 18 percent were in consumer units
whose heads were not employed; approximately 47 percent were in consumer units whose heads had eight years or less of education; nearly 18
percent were in consumer units whose heads were female; and around
16 percent were in consumer units whose heads were aged 65 and over.
About 12 percent of all the people living in poverty or deprivation w e e
rural farm people, about 16 percent were nonwhite, and 37 percent lived
in the South.

* Income data used in this chapter are those of the Census Bureau a d relahe ,'
to money income only. The total number of people in consumer units !is&,
adti&- =
person families and unattached individuals combined) are estimated by tbc Chs$
ference on Economic Progress on the basis of Census figures for families by gia oad , ;"
for unrelated individuals.
.,

Major camis gf poverty and deprivation
To a substantial extent, the above classifications in themselves reveal
some of the major causes of poverty and deprivation. For example, many
have low incomes because the family head is handicapped by insufficient
education. But as has already been stressed, there is no practical way of
making a sharp demmition Wween cause and consequence. Deficient
education is in i>art a consequence of poverty. The wide combination of
liabilities under which nonwhites suffer is in part a consequence of poverty.
It is not necessary to attempt the almost impossible task of separating cause
from consequence with precision, because action which would reduce
poverty and deprivation does not depend upon such refined distinctions.

The central role of high economic growth
and maximum employment and production
A proper understanding of the essential nature of a successful nationwide effort to regain and sustain maximum employment and production
at a high rate of economic growth makes it clear that this eff0r.t would
move powerfully to help the various low-income groupings just depicted.
Such a program would, by definition, reduce greatly the number of
family heads who are not employed, and accelerate upgrading and pay
increases among the employed. It would necessarily involve and induce
the more rapid economic development of the South. It would necessarily
include measures to improve average farm income greatly, and provide
more opportunity for those now on the farm to better their incomes by
moving into other occupations. It would provide steadier employment and
better pay for female heads of families, and more jobs for secondary
workers in families.
It would necessarily involve greatly enlarged educational programs,
not only because these would fit millions of people for more remunerative
employment, but also because such expanded outlays would in themselves
expand employment and investment in useful lines of work and help to
counterbalance the technological trends in some industries which will
prevent much expansion of employment even in a fully active economy.
The progressive enlargement of the social security program, especially
for the elderly, would make a very substantial contribution to enlargement
of consumer purchasing power at a rate essential to high economic
growth and maximum employment and production.
In short, there is an inseparable connection between social progress
and economic growth in a nation which must choose between utilizing its
abundance fully and allowing its economy to stagnate.
The two following charts enlarge upon this discussion.
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Of All People Living in ~ovat.t~'in 1960:
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I/ Total m h r of p.opk In multip* pnwn tamilks wlm rnwy k m e s undu $4p00 plus
matlacbed mdlv&lwM d(hmom9 homes undw $2.000.
Total n u m k d peepla I. nuft(pk ).nen t d k wnh ma*y hcanrs vldn $6,000 plus
unaftaehed mdhdwh wNh
lacom undn $5,000.
Data: Esthnaled by C E P en b o t l r d C m n incanu and gemrd t m l l y slxa dato

XIL Goals And Programs
To Reduce Poverty And Deprivation
One central theme runs throughout this study: A steady e c o ~ ~ ~ m i c
growth rate, high enough to maintain maximum employment and procktion, is the main road to the reduction of mass poverty and deprivation
in America. The following discussion explains and substantiates this
theme.

The low economic growth rate, 1953 - 1961,
and its causes and consequences *
During the period 1953-1961, as shown by the first'qhart following
this chapter, the actual annual growth rate of the American economy averaged only 21% percent, contrasted with an estimated 4.2 percent m y h d
during that period to maintain maximum utilization of manpower and
other productive resources. For the period as a whole, this caused us as
a Nation and a people to forfeit an estimated 344 biiion dollars in total
national production (measured in 1960 dollars), and to forfeit almost 22%
million man-years of civilian employment opportunity.
The interrelated causes and consequences of this abysmally low
economic performance show the intimate connection between the economic growth problem and the poverty and deprivation problem. All
figures are in 1960'dollars.
During the nine-year period from @e start of 1953 to the end of
1961 as a whole, as shown by the second chart, in terms of a &mprehenshe "model" for balanced economic development which this study uses,
public outlays for goods and services at all levels of government are estimated as having been 34 billion dollars too low.** Sufficiently
public oudays, in addition to reducing poverty and deprivation by promoting more employment and production, should have flowed substanWy
into improved education, health services, housing, and other human welfare programs.

* For discussion of the methods used in this chapter to analyze past growth rats
and to project growth rates in future, see Technical Note Three.
** Most of the increased public outlays should have been at the Fedsol W
l k States and localities, with far less resources, have been expanding thcit
many times as rapidly as the Federal Government. Without higher tax rat+ tpt&
public revenues at all kvels would have been about 95 billion dollan hisbcy&&
satisfactory economic growth rate. This wpuld have left much room,
WW&&
1 bigeer public outlays, for tax reduction andlor debt reduction.
- .
,
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During the same nine-year period, there was a deficiency of h u t
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2 0 billion dollars in private consumer expenditures, resulting mostly from

de ciencies in the incomes of wage earners and farmers. Appropriately
hi er incomes for these groups, resulting in part from more employment
o rtunity and in part fram better pay, would have made very large
ads upon poverty and deprivation. Average family income shoruld
ha aggregated almost $6,000 higher over the course of the nine years.
Many Government policies besides excessively restrictive Budget
outlays contributed to the deficiencies in private incomes which hurt both
employment and production, and added to poverty and deprivation. The
expansion of social security and welfare programs was much too small.
The improvements in wage standards legislation were much too limited.
Farm income was sharply deflated by changes in national farm policies.
The tight money policy and rising interest rates hurt low-income consumers directly, and reduced .the amount of public funds avail& for
essential domestic programs. Tax policies concentrated too much upon
stimulating investment in the means of production, and not enough upon
reducing the tax burden on low-income families. These policies, by inducing periodic overexpansion of investment in the means of production
relative to ultimate demand, aggravated the frequent recessions which
added to idle manpower and plant, repressed economic growth, and
brougbt more poverty and depn'vation. 2'7~mdUy rtpressk at&.&
toward wage increases, including the effort to blame wage increases for
price increases which often brought excessive unit profits, was another
factor in the periodic imbalances between investment and consumption.
While investment in the means of production was relatively too high
in the boom periods, it was cut back very sharply when these excesses
brought on "overcapacity." If the demand for ultimate products in the
form of private consumption and public outlays had expanded adequately,
investment would have averaged annually about 10 billion dollars higher
for the nine-year period. This would have meant larger gains in productivity and technology-the tools of long-range economic progress.

Benefits which would result from
high economic growth sate in future
Using the year 1961 as a base year, as shown by the third chart, a
growth rate during the four-year period from the start of 1962 to the end
of 1965 sufficiently high to make full use of the growing labor force and
the rapidly accelerating productivity, technology, and automation, would
yield (in contrast with repetition of the very low average annual growth
rate since the beginning of 1953) an aggregate difference of 296 billion
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dollars in total national production for the four-year period as a whole, and
an aggregate difference of almost 18 million man-years of employment.
For the four-year period as a whole, as shown by the fourth chart, the
high as against the low growth rate should entail a difference of about 42
billion dollars in public outlays for goods and services at aIl levels in accord
with the priorities of our public needs;* a difference of about 30 billion in
transfer payments for such purposes as social security expansion; a difference of about 38 bitlion in net farm income to help overcome the huge
concentration of poverty among farmers; a difference of about 157 billion
in wages and salaries, and about 229 billion dollars in total personal
income, a large part of which, especially under a progressive private and
public policy consistent with high economic growth, would flow to lowinwme families and unattached individuals; and a difference of $3,700 or
more than $900 a year in average family income. All of these figures are
stated in 1960 dollars.

General economic growth goals
The following goals, depicted in the fifth chart, are consistent with the
objective of restoring maximum employment and production by around the
end of 1963, as a foundation for sustained maximum prosperity and a&
quate eco~omicgrowth thereafter.
Comparing the calendar years 1962 and 1963 with 1961 used as a
base year, the desirable increases in total national production are 55 billion
dollars and 96 billion, respectively, measured in 1960 dollars. Employment
should be lifted from 66.8 million in 1961 to 70 million in 1962, and to
72.1 million in 1963. This would reduce unemployment from 4.8 million
in 1961 to 3.1 million in 1962, and to 2.4 million for 1963 as a whole,
with further reduction to less than 3 percent of the civilian labor force by
the end of 1963.
Again comparing the calendar years 1962 and 1963 with 1961 used
as a base year, the desirable advances for net farm inwme are 4 billion and
8 billion; for wages and salaries, 29 billion (almost 11 percent) and 50

* Even with some tax rate reduction it0 reduce the tax burden on low-income
people, the high economic growth rate would yield about 70 billion giollars more ia
tax revenues at all levels of government than the low grow* rate would yield duriqg
the four-year period 1962-1965 as a whole. Thus, even with public outlays of ths
indicated mounts, there would be much room for tax reduotion and/or debt reduction at some levela of government. However, as the States and localities are much
harder pressed relative to their financial resources and have been expanding fk$r
outlays many times as rapidly as the Federal Government, most of the inamsea
public outlays should be at the Federal level, and the Federal Government shorrfCl
run a deficit until full prosperity is restored.
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billion (almost 18% percent); for average family income, $600 and
$1,000; for total co&r
spending, 34 biion and 59 billion; and for
gross private domestic investment, 12 billion and 21 billion.
In view of the neglect thus far, the goals for 1962 are not entirely
feasible. But these goals are of great value nonetheless, because they indicate specScally how fa^ away we still are from maximum employment and
production.

Specific goals for the reduction of poverty and deprivation
The fobwing specific goals, set forth in the sixth and seventh charts,
are consistent with the other goals set forth above. We have the potentials,
by 1965, to reduce the number of families living in poverty from'almost
10% million in 1960 to less than 2 million ,in 1965, and to abwt one-half
million by 1970. We can reduce the number living in deprivation from
almost 10% million to about 7 million, and then to 3% million. This
would mean that, allowing for population growth, the number of f w s
living above the deprivation level would increase from about 24% milfion
in 1960 to more than 40 million in 1965, and to more than 49 million in
1970.
We can reduce the number of unattached individuals living in poverty
from almost 4 million in 1960 to less than 2% million in 1965, and to
about one-half million by 1970. The number living above the deprivation
level can be increased from nearly 5 million in 1960 to almost 7 million
in 1965, and to more than 10 million in 1970.
The eighth chart following this chapter depicts the enormous numbers and large percentages of families and unattached individuals who
would still be living in poverty and deprivation in 1965 and even in 1970,
if we continue a course which repeated the poor economic performance
since the end of the Korean war.

The role of the Federal Budget toward achieving these goals
The Federal Budget is the most important single instrument available to us as a free people to induce satisfactory economic performance,
and ;to reduce poverty and deprivation. As s h m by the nfnth chart
following this chapter, Federal Budget outlays in fiscal 1963 ought to be
about 3 U o n dollars higher than were officially proposed in the Federal
Budget for that year as initially presented; and by calendar 1965 should
rise above the officislny proposed fiscal 1963 level by about 16% Won.*

* Fiscal 1963 in m

n t dollam; calendar 1965 goal in 1960 dollars.

.
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With adequate economic growth, Federal outlays would not rise as a percentage of our total national production, and the national debt would
decline greatly when measured as a percentage of total national production. As shown by the tenth chart, allowing for large rises in national
defense, international, and space technology, Federal per capita outlays
for education, measured in 1960 dollars, should rise from $6.03 in fiscal
1962 to $22.90 by calendar 1965. Comparing the sameGtwoyears, per
capita outlays for health services and research should rise from $6.41 to
$16.79; for public assistance, from $13.59 to $17.81; for labor and manpower and other welfare services, from $4.86 to $6.10; for housing and
community development, from $2.88 to $11.70; and for all domestic programs and services, from $177.80 to $215.27.
Combined with the enlarged State and local programs and private
efforts which would be generated by this assumption of Federal leadership
responsibility and by a high rate of economic growth, the public school
classroom shortage could be approximately eliminated within five years.
To overcome the teacher shortage and on grounds of equity, teachers'
salaries in public schools could be raised from an average of about $5,700
in the school year 1961-1962 to at least $8,000 within five years. Outlays for college facilities and for scholarship programs could be greatly
increased. .
A comprehensive health insurance program is needed for the whole
nation; only about 45 percent of the persons aged 65 years and over
being discharged from hospitals have even a portion of their bills paid
by insurance. preparato& to this, during the next few years, the expansionary efforts indicated above would greatly enlarge hospital facilities,
grants for doctors and nurses, diagnostic and treatment clinics, and health
research.
Federal sponsorship of increased general public assistance payments
is urgently needed; total'payments in 1961 and in most years since 1953
have been at the exceedingly low level of only 0.8 percent of total personal
income. Under the Federal-State program of aid to dependent children,
the average payments in Novemtber 1961 were only $31.26 per recipient,
and only $121.29 per family with dependent children. In the same month,
the average payment under the Federal-State program of 018 age assistance
was only $68.78. With much more Federal aid, these averages generally
should be doubled by the mid-60's.
In housing, these enlarged Federal efforts, combined with enlarged
State and local and private efforts, would bring us close to a decent home
for every American family within this decade, and thus break the alliance
between the slums and poverty and deprivation.

Goals for ikuranee programs and other uansfer pay-

'

Through Federal legislation, transfer payments, including the social

insurance programs, so important to low-income people, should he
lifted above the calendar 1961 Level by about 5 billion dollars in calendar
1962 and by more than 9 billion by calendar 1963, as first steps toward
lifting them about 17 billion above the 1961 level by calendar 1965.
Using the cabgory of retired worker and wife as a comparison
standard, the avera&e benefits of about $125 per month in 1961 under
the OASDI program should be raised immediately to at least $200 a
month; an increase to $250 a month within two or three years is not outside the range of our obligations to our senior citizens. This could be done
by raising the tax base immediately to $7,200, and then perhaps to $9,000.
Allowing for changes in incomes and prices, this would not be in excess of
the forward-intent of the original Social Security A& of 1935.
To bring average unemployment insuranee payments up to only 50
percent of the weekly earnings in manufacturing would require a 35 percent increase immediately. Even this would leave most unemployed in
many States with benefit averages well below the requirements for decent
living. A first minimal step would be to lift unemployment benefits to a
level equal io at least half of regular weekly earnings, subject to a maximum
within each State based on current average weekly wages. This could be
financed by raising the employment tax base from the present $3,000 to
at least $7,200,-and, if necessary, revising the experience rating standards
for employers. These fun& would also allow the duration of benefits
to be extended to a minimum of 39 weeks for experienced workers, without special supplemental Federal programs of a temporary nature. Higher
standards are undoubtedly desirable, even though they might require some
Federal financial assistance during some periods.

Toward full prosperity for agriculture
Although the national farm program has recently undergone very
substantial improvement, it does not yet offer fair promise of reducing
at sdicient speed the extreme concentration of poverty among farm
people. Exports of foods and fibres to underdevelm countries should be
pushed even more aggresdvely; better nutrition programs for our own
low-income population should be expanded vigomusly; long-range budgets
for the use of mu agriculd-s
should be intejptd with a longrange "American EumoPnic Performance Budget;" income improvements
for the family-type fann, and indeed the whole program to improve fann
income, should be more closely welded to the attainment of more snstainable patterns of commodity production. Above all, a full prosperity

.
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duction in unemployment below 4 percent of the labor force by the middle
of 1963, and there is doubt that even this inadequate goal will be met.

Specific program deficiencies
Specifically in terms of programs in being and under discussion, it
is manifest that we are doing too little too late. Projected Federal outlays
in the fiscal 1963 Budget are too small. The items in this Budget covering
programs directly related to human improvement and the reduction of
mass poverty and deprivation allocate far too small a portion of ourtotal
national production to these great purposes. The effort to achieve a
budgetary surplus, when we are so far short of maximum employment and
production, is both erroneous and unlikely to succeed. In areas other
than the Federal Budget, such as social security (especially for the elderly),
improvements under active consideration are very small when compared
with our needs and economic potentials.
Some current tax proposals are highly regressive in nature, offering
bonanzas in the form of tax concessions on a rather indiscriminate basis
to business investors whose real need is more adequate markets, and
holding back on desirable reductions in the tax burden upon those living
in poverty and deprivation-which would help to provide these markets.
The money policy remains much too tight, interest rates are still rising, and
much more promising ways could be found to deal with the balance of
payments and gold problem. *
A highly commendable international trade program is being advanced.
But it will be exceedingly hard to make the program work, if the American
economy is suffering ~homlarge idleness of manpower and plant. In
any event, even large improvements in our international trade position
would have only marginal effects upon American economic conditions in
general, and upon massive poverty and deprivation in particular.
Unless the course of public and private economic policies is drastically
altered, it appears unlikely that we shall average a much better economic
performance during the next few years than the average thus far since
1953. If this should happen, the enormous deficiencies which would atliict
our national economic life are indicated in the third and fourth charts
following this chapter.
If we want not only to survive but also to lead in the tumultuous
19603, we must let our minds be bold.
The ten following charts round out the discussion.

* See Chapters X and XI of "Jobs and Growth" ( 1961 ) and "Tight Money and
Rising Interest Rates" (1960). both published by the Conference on Economic
Progress.
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Note One: Estimation of Numbers of Persons in
Poverty and Deprivation, 1929-1960

.

The estimates by CEP of number of persons living in poverty or
t b n me simply the totals of ( 1 ) unrelated individuals (povcrrg M a &
dollar pvsonai incomes of under $2,000; deprivati
$2,000 to $2,999) plus (2) estimates of number of
families ( 1960 dollar personal incomes of under $4,
$4,000 to $53999 for deprivation). The following
estimating process :

as I!#@

Note Two: Analysis of Income Distribution in the United States,
Sources and Cgncepts
The primary sources of information on income distribution in the United
States are the annual estimates of family personal income and its distribution by
the Office of Business Ecopomics (OBE), U. S. Department of Commerce, and
the annual sample surveys of the distribution of money income by the Bureau of
the Census. Other sources of income data used in this study include the annual
surveys of the Survey Research Center of the University of Michigan, and
special income studies by the U. S. Departments of Agriculture and Health,
Education, and Welfare.
The OBE family personal income series, the most comprehensive in concept, is derived from income tax returns data, sample field surveys of family
incomes (including the Census Bureau Household Surveys), Social Security
returns and a large body of other sources. Aggregate family personal income
is integrated within the framework of the national product (GNP) and income
accounts. Data for 1929 are in part CEP estimates based on studies of Selma
Goldsmith for the National Bureau of Economic Research (Studies in Income
and Wealth, Val. 23, 1958) and an earlier study by the Brodr3ng.s Institute
(Ameriw's Capacity to Consume, 1934). 1935-36 estimates are by Selma
Goldsmith, George Jaszi, Hynan Kaitz, and Maurice Liebenberg ("Size Distribution of Income Since the Mid-Thirties," Review of Economics and Statistics,
February 1954).
In order to analyze changes since 1929 in the distribution of real personal
incomes of families and unattached individuals, the current dollar estimates
publtished by OBE and other sources have been converted to constant 1960
dollars by CEP.
The Census data have been based upon questions covering income and
other factors in the annual Spring survey of approximately 26,000 representative
households (since 1957; a smaller and varying number in earlier years). The
wide range of breakdowns in the Census data are utilized for various purposes.
The annual surveys of the Survey Research Center, University of Michigan (for
the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System during 1946-59) include
an even wider range of questions than the Census surveys. But the number of
spending units-which approximates the OBE "consumer units" (families and
unattached individuals, combined)-sampled
has been only about 3,000 in
recent years.
The following comparison of the OBE family personal income distributions
and the Census money income distributions highlights striking differences:
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these great differences is due to the fact that
comprehensive iq coverage than the fhmi,
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only. The. OBE definition of family and individual persoha1 irlloome b b ,
in addition to money income from wages and. salaries, transfer payments,
proprietary d poperty sources (includmg interest and dividends, etc.) and
other !niscellaneous money income items, the following main types of pomoney
incame: the v h of food and b l produced m d o o n s on
~ farms; thc net
rental value of owner-occupied farm and nonfarm dwellings; wages a& salaries
received in kind; and the value of the services of banks and other financial
intermediaries reader& tb persow without specific charges.
The Cedsus h a m e data exclude all the nonmoney items which, am mponento of the OBE f d i y income series, but include some relatively smaU
items not included in the OBE data.
The OBE estimates are subject to a limitation of particular signifkaoce
in anaiysis of the low-income problem. The primary source of the OBE series
is intax returns, which present an income total considerably less then, the
&imWtotal of famiiy personal illcome which enters into the national ityome
accounts. The diierena in the two totals has been allocated by the OBE
amang the various family income $brackets,and this in considerable masitre is
necatdly a judgmental process. Some experts in the field believe that, itl the
OBE alkxatkh prctcesa, an excessive portion of unaccounted for income may
have been assigned to the lower ranges of the income scale. This m y in part
account for the much smaller po~centageof families and ktdivichls r q m W
in poverty in the OBE series than in other sourtm of income data. It shoLzid be
poidad out, however, that the Bureau of the etasus income m,
baistd as
they are on family interviews, may samewhat understate money nccived in the
previous year, especially in the lower i m m e bracket%.
It should be mentioned that there is no conceptual difference between the
OBE and the Census Bureau definitions of families and individual8 ( r c s f d ta
by the OBE as "unattached individuals" and by the Census as "unrelated individuals"). There is a difference in timing between OBE and the Census which
accounts primarily for the digbtadiscapanciesin the number of total consumer
units batween the two aeries for given years.

Note Three: National Economic Deficits, 1953-1961, a d
acOnomic Goals for 1%5 and 1970
Estimates of national economic deficits for 1953-1961 represent the difference between Wual e m m i c levels and estimated needed levels consistent
with maximum employment, production, and purchasing power. Mtedmum
employment for these nine years would have implied, in the view d this d y ,
a frictional unemployment rate averaging only 2.9 percent of the civilian tabor
in contrp&t with the actual ayerage 5.1 percent rate. It is estimated that
mPximum employment would have induced an amage a
d iacnase in private output
per man-hour of 3.6 percent d d n g 395341 (the actual 1947-53
.
proda*tmty rate of tncrarrse), rather than the achtai average d 2.6 percent.
'i8scR:fa&wa,would have yielded an average annual growth in total prodactian
(GWF).of some 4.2 pdreent (this figure is no-higher than the actual a#annual growth rate during the peacetime period 1947-1950, and considerably
lowor Qhn the
awing tbe peacetime periud 1922-1929), in coatra3t
with
azmd overage culntlal gain of 2.5 percent. It is also posited that r high
growth rate eco&wny would haso attracted a -what
larger proportion of the
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dollars, based on OBE, Department of Commerce, price deflators. Price dehtws for the components of national income and personal income are used

which are deemed reasonable in terms of purchasing power concepts, and

hctions are judged to be reasonable in view of historic trends in growth of GNP
and productivity during periods of satisfactory recovery and of reasonably full
employment and production, especially when allowing for the long-term tendency of productivity gains to accelerate under conditions of "maximum prosperity.'"e
high growth projections assume an annual average increase in
private productivity of about 4 percent (higher in initial "recovery" years and
slightly lower in later "maximum prosperity" years, in accord with relevant
experience) made possible by restoration and then maintenance of high capacity
utilization of plant, equipment, and manpower, contrasted with the low utiliition levels of 1961. These productivity projections appear reasonable viewing
)ustoric trends in productivity, especially during periods of strong economic
recovery and full resource ~til~ization.
Based primarily upon U. S. Department of Labor projections, it is estimated that the civilian labor force would grow by close to 2 percent annually

in the United States and indeed of sustained adequate
income distribution.
ort will be required.
for the distribution
ear) growth rate of
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LEON H. KEYSERLING

Chairman, Cameo Qrtrios, @.

&on. & Atty.; former Chmn. President's Council of &onomis Advisers

GLENN J. TALBOT
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Workers; Vice President, AFL-CIO
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JOBS AND GROWTH, published May 1961, a study of the sand
costs of idle manpower and plant in the U.S. in recent y h , o d i
specific programs and policies to restore and maintain r n W - u m employment and production and optimum economic growth,
to use
our resources in accord with our priority needs.

.&

FOOD AND FREEDOM, published October 1960, offers a caqwchensive program for a better-managed farm product supply geared to
domestic and world needs, cacnbied with a parity kvel d- kqerican
. .- .
farm income in a fully expanding U.S. economy.
Each of these pamphlets is available at 50 cents a copy.
Write for a list of other puMications.
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